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Abstract. We present multi-phase FastGPAC that extends our dramatic improvement of memory requirements and computational complexity on two-class
GPAC, into multi-class image segmentation. Graph partitioning active contours
GPAC is a recently introduced approach that elegantly embeds the graph-based
image segmentation problem within a continuous level set-based active contour
paradigm. However, GPAC similar to many other graph-based approaches has
quadratic memory requirements. For example, a 1024x1024 grayscale image requires over one terabyte of working memory. Approximations of GPAC reduce
this complexity by trading off accuracy. Our FastGPAC approach implements an
exact GPAC segmentation using constant memory requirement of few kilobytes
and enables use of GPAC on high throughput and high resolution images. Extension to multi-phase enables segmention of multiple regions of interest with different appearances. We have successfully applied FastGPAC on different types of
images, particularly on biomedical images of different modalities. Experiments
on the various image types, natural, biomedical etc. show promising segmentation
results with substantially reduced computational requirements.

1 Introduction
PDE-based segmentation methods such as active contours attract a considerable interest
particularly in biomedical image analysis because of their advantages such as mathematical description of the underlying physics phenomena, subpixel precision, and direct
extension to higher dimensions [7, 20]. Active contours can use edge-based or regionbased information. Recent research is increasingly focusing on the use of statistical
region-based image energies introduced in [5, 6, 12, 13, 21]. This interest is partly due
to larger basin of attraction in region-based energies compared to edge-based energies.
Some efficient edge-based and region-based image energy terms can be found in [8].
Image segmentation can also be formulated as a graph-partitioning problem
[3, 9, 10, 16, 19]. The common theme underlying these approaches is formation of a
weighted graph where each vertex corresponds to an image pixel or region. Edge weight
between two vertices of the graph represents the similarity/dissimilarity between two
corresponding pixels/regions. This graph is partitioned by minimizing some application specific cost function which is usually summation of the weights of the edges that
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are cut. Graph cut approaches have strong connections to active contours and level sets.
The segmentation energies optimized by graph cuts combine boundary regularization
with region-based properties in the same fashion as Mumford-Shah style functionals
[3]. When image segmentation problem is formulated as the best bi-partitioning of the
image into two regions A and B, minimum cut technique minimizes a cost function
defined as:

cut(A, B) =
w(u, v)
(1)
u∈A,v∈B

In a recent paper [17], Sumengen and Manjunath have introduced a framework called
graph partitioning active contours (GPAC), that uses the equivalent energy functional
in the continuous domain written as:
 
 
w(p1 , p2 )dp1 dp2
(2)
ECR =
Ri (C(t))) Ro (C(t))

where C is a curve, t is the time parameter of the evolution of C, Ri and Ro are the
interior and exterior of this curve, p1 and p2 are points such that p1 ∈ Ro , p2 ∈ Ri ,
and w(p1 , p2 ) is a dissimilarity measure between points p1 and p2 . The pair of double
integrals reflect the integration over a 2D region defined by Rr (x, y).
This approach combines advantages of pairwise pixel (dis)similarity-based cost
functions with flexibility of the variational methods [2]. But heavy computational and
memory requirements prevent the technique’s direct application to large images. Some
approximations of the GPAC algorithm have been proposed in [17] and [2] to alleviate
this problem by partitioning the input image into regular blocks or into ”superpixels”
and by calculating the dissimilarities at block or superpixel level respectively.
In this paper we present multi-phase FastGPAC that extends our recent dramatic
improvement [4] of both memory requirements and computational complexity of twoclass GPAC [17], into multi-class image segmentation. This new algorithm makes use
of GPAC possible for segmentation of high throughput and high resolution images as in
biomedical and geospatial applications. In Section 2, we give an overview of the graph
partitioning active contours (GPAC). In Section 3, we present our efficient distributionbased reformulation. In Section 4, we extend our approach to multi-phase segmentation.
Experimental results and conclusion are presented in sections 5,6.

2 Overview of Graph Partitioning Active Contours
The across-region cuts energy function (Eq. 2) that maximizes the dissimilarity between
regions is not straightforward to extend to multi-class segmentation. In [2], Bertelli et al.
reformulate this energy function in terms of pairwise dissimilarity within the regions:




EW R (C) =





w(p1 , p2 )dp1 dp2 +
p2 ∈Ri (C)

p1 ∈Ri (C)

w(p1 , p2 )dp1 dp2 (3)
p2 ∈Ro (C)

p1 ∈Ro (C)

Here we use the latter (within regions) formulation. For 2-phase, both energy functions: Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 result in the same curve evolution equation (see [2] for proof).
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Curve evolution corresponding to Eq. 3 can be done explicitely using snake-like active
contours or implicitely using level set-based active contours. Level set-based approach
provide advantages such as eliminating the need to reparameterize the curve and automatic handling of topology changes [15].
In level set-based active contours, a curve C (C = ∂r, boundary of an open set r ∈ Ω)
is represented implicitly via a Lipschitz function φ : Ω → R by C = {(x, y)|φ(x, y) =
0}, and the evolution of the curve is given by the zero-level curve of the function
φ(t, x, y) [5]. Ω represents the whole image domain, r represents inside of the curve C
( foreground). , (Ω \ r) represents outside of the curve C (background). The function φ
is positive inside and negative outside of the curve C. Heaviside function:

1 if φ > 0
H(φ) =
0 elsewhere
is used as an indicator function for the points inside and outside of C. Using level set
representation Eq. 3 is written as:
 
E=

Ω

w(p1 , p2 )H(φ(p1 ))H(φ(p2 ))dp1 dp2
 



+
w(p1 , p2 ) 1 − H(φ(p1 )) 1 − H(φ(p2 )) dp1 dp2

Ω

Ω

(4)

Ω

Steepest descent minimization of Eq. 4 leads to the curve evolution equation:



∂φ(p2 )
= δ(φ(p2 ))[
w(p1 , p2 ) 1 − H(φ(p1 )) dp1
∂t
Ω

−
w(p1 , p2 )H(φ(p1 ))]

(5)

Ω

discretized as:
 
Δφ(p2 )
= δ (φ(p2 ))
Δt



w(p2 , p1 ) −

p1 ∈Ro (C)


w(p2 , p1 )

(6)

p1 ∈Ri (C)

where δ is discretized delta function. We refer to the expression inside the brackets as
region variability term (RV). For regularization, mean curvature flow which adds to the
variational cost function a term proportional to the length of the zero level set contour
is used [5]:


μ · Length(C) = μ ·
|∇H(φ(p))|dp = μ ·
δ(φ(p))|∇φ(p)|dp
(7)
Ω

Ω

curve evolution corresponding to this term is:
∂φ
∇φ
= μδ(φ) div
= μδK
∂t
|∇φ|
Regularization term is discretized as described in [5, 14].

(8)
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The computational bottleneck in GPAC algorithm is the calculations of the regional
sums in Eq. 6 that measure the (dis)similarity of each image point p1 to every points
in regions Ro (C) and Ri (C) respectively. For an image of size N 2 , this results in
O(N 2 × N 2 ) pixel-to-pixel dissimilarity computation operations. To avoid recomputation at each contour evolution iteration, these dissimilarities are pre-computed once and
kept in memory as a look-up table. For an image of size N 2 , this results in a symmetric dissimilarity matrix W with N 2 rows and N 2 columns, where an element W (i, j)
is w(pi , pj ), dissimilarity of pixels pi and pj . Number of such dissimilarities kept in
this method is N 4 /2. Since even for small images W becomes quite large and hard
to fit in memory (1TB for a 1K × 1K image and 2 bytes per w(p1 , p2 )), approximations are proposed in [17] and in [2] by partitioning the input image into blocks or into
”superpixels” respectively.

3 Fast Graph Partitioning Active Contours (FastGPAC)
While pairwise pixel similarity-based cost functions are powerfull, direct implementation of GPAC is quite costly. For an N 2 -pixel image, computational complexity and
memory requirements of the look-up table W are both O(N 4 ), since (dis)similarity of
each N 2 pixels to each N 2 pixels is computed and stored. Use of the original GPAC
algorithm for high resolution or high throughput image analysis is not feasible because
of these high memory requirements and computational complexity. In this section, we
summarize our fast graph partitioning active contours (FastGPAC) approach that dramatically reduces the computational complexity and the memory requirements of GPAC
to O(N 2 ) and O(1) respectively by reducing the 2D regional sums in Eq. 6 into 1D distribution sums. Detailed complexity analysis for GPAC and FastGPAC can be found
in [4].
For feature-based (dis)similarity measures w(p1 , p2 ) that does not involve spatial
distance between pixels p1 , p2 . w(p1 , p2 ) can be re-written as:
w(p1 , p2 ) ≡ D(F (p1 ), F (p2 ))

(9)

where F (p) is a feature extracted at point p(x, y), and D is a dissimilarity measure
defined on F (i.e. for absolute grayscale intensity difference, w(p1 , p2 ) = |I(p1 ) −
I(p2 )|, feature F (p) is grayscale intensity I(p) and the dissimilarity measure D is L1
metric.)
Theorem 3.1 (GPAC Region Sum Theorem). For cases where the dissimilarity measure w(p1 , p2 ) is feature-based (does not involve spatial distance between pixels), the
2D regional sums,
w(p2 , p1 ) (for Rr = Ri or Ro ) can be reduced to 1D sums
p1 ∈Rr

independent of the spatial size or shape of the regions Rr (C).

p1 ∈Rr

w(p1 , p2 ) ≡

L−1


hr (j) × D(F (p2 ), j)

(10)

j=0

where hr is the histogram of the feature F in the rth region Rr , D() is a (dis)similarity
measure, L is number of bins in h, and hr (j) =
1 is the j th bin of hr
p1 ∈R∧F (p1 )=j
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corresponding to the number of points p1 ∈ Rr whose feature F (p1 ) = j. In the more
general case, D(F (p2 ), j) is replaced by D(F (p2 ), C(j)) where C(j) is a representative value for the histogram bin h(j).
Proof. This equality is derived by grouping the points p into feature class bins F (p) =
j, and by separating the original sum into two nested sums as follows:




w(p2 , p1 ) ≡

p∈Rr

D(F (p2 ), F (p1 )) =

L−1




D(F (p2 ), F (p1 ))

j=0 p1 ∈Rr ∧F (p1 )=j

p1 ∈Rr

=

L−1




D(F (p2 ), j) ×

j=0

1

p1 ∈Rr ∧F (p1 )=j
h(j)

=

L−1


D(F (p2 ), j) × h(j)

(11)

j=0

In this case the discretized region variability term becomes:


w(p2 , p1 ) −
w(p2 , p1 )
p1 ∈Ro (C)

=

L−1

j=0

=

L−1


p1 ∈Ri (C)

ho (j) × D(F (p2 ), j) −

L−1


hi (j) × D(F (p2 ), j)

j=0

[ho (j) − hi (j)] × D(F (p2 ), j)

(12)

j=0

and the curve evolution equation in 6 transforms into:
L−1


Δφ(p2 )
= δ (φ(p2 ))
[ho (j) − hi (j)] × D(F (p2 ), j)
Δt
j=0

(13)

4 Extension of FastGPAC into Multi-phase Segmentation
The two phase segmentation scheme described above segments the image into two:
foreground and background, and is appropriate for segmentation of single class objects/appearances from a single class background. However images often contain multiple classes of objects or multiple regions of interests with different appearances. Various
approaches can be used to extend 2-phase segmentation to deal with multiple classes
such as hierarchical 2-phase segmentations or N-level sets where each class is assigned
a level set. In [18], Chan and Vese presented a multi-phase extension of their two-phase
level set image segmentation algorithm [5]. The multi-phase approach enables efficient
partitioning of the image into n classes using just log(n) level sets without leaving any
gaps or having overlaps between level sets. This ensures that each pixel is properly
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Fig. 1. A four-phase level set partitioning, with two level set functions φ1 and φ2 . H(φ1 ) and
H(φ2 ) are the Heaviside functions associated with each level set function.

assigned to a unique class during the segmentation process. Figure 1 illustrates the
4-phase (2 level set) case.
In [2], GPAC is extended to multi-phase in a way similar to Vese and Chan’s multiphase extension [18]. In this scheme, the n-phase energy function becomes:
n  

E=
w(p1 , p2 )χi (p1 )χi (p2 )dp1 dp2
(14)
i

Ω

Ω

χi is the indicator function that takes value of 1 for phase i, and 0 otherwise. k = log2 n
level set functions are used to represent n phases. 4-phase (2 level set) GPAC energy
function is written as:
 
w(p1 , p2 )[χ1 (p1 )χ1 (p2 )]dp1 dp2
EW R =
Ω Ω
+
w(p1 , p2 )[χ2 (p1 )χ2 (p2 )]dp1 dp2
 Ω  Ω
+
w(p1 , p2 )[χ3 (p1 )χ3 (p2 )]dp1 dp2
 Ω  Ω
+
w(p1 , p2 )[χ4 (p1 )χ4 (p2 )]dp1 dp2
(15)
Ω

Ω

where the indicator functions χ1−4 for the four regions are:
χ1 (p) = H(φ1 (p))H(φ2 (p));
χ3 (p) = (1 − H(φ1 (p)))H(φ2 (p));

χ2 (p) = H(φ1 (p))(1 − H(φ2 (p)))
χ4 (p) = (1 − H(φ1 (p)))(1 − H(φ2 (p)))

Curve evolution for this 4-phase energy function is then:




 
∂φ1 (p2 )
= δ(φ(p2 )) H(φ2 (p2 ))
w(p1 , p2 )χ3 (p1 )dp1 −
w(p1 , p2 )χ1 (p1 )dp1
∂t
Ω
Ω


 
+ (1 − H(φ2 (p2 )))
w(p1 , p2 )χ4 (p1 )dp1 −
w(p1 , p2 )χ2 (p1 )dp1
Ω
Ω



 
∂φ2 (p2 )
= δ(φ(p2 )) H(φ2 (p2 ))
w(p1 , p2 )χ2 (p1 )dp1 −
w(p1 , p2 )χ1 (p1 )dp1
∂t
Ω
Ω


 
+ (1 − H(φ2 (p2 )))
(16)
w(p1 , p2 )χ4 (p1 )dp1 −
w(p1 , p2 )χ3 (p1 )dp1
Ω

Ω
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Note that the normalization and regularization terms are ignored for simplicity of the
notation, otherwise these terms needs to be included.
Although FastGPAC is initially defined for binary (2-phase) segmentation [4], GPAC
region sum theorem equally applies to the regional sums in Eq. 16. As in the 2-phase
w(p2 , p1 ) are reduced to 1D sums independent of the
case the 2D regional sums
p1 ∈Rr

spatial size or shape of the regions Rr . In n-phase case Rr refers to the n regions/classes
defined by k = log(n) level sets. In 2-phase these regions correspond to Ri , Ro , in 4phase these regions correspond to χ1 , .., χ4 defined above. FastGPAC transforms the
4-phase curve evolution equation Eq. 16 into its more efficient form:
L−1


Δφ1 (p2 )
= δ (φ1 (p2 )) H(φ2 (p2 ))
[h3 (j) − h1 (j)]D(F (p2 ), j)
Δt
j=0

+ (1 − H(φ2 (p2 )))


[h4 (j) − h2 (j)]D(F (p2 ), j)

L−1


(17)

j=0
L−1


Δφ2 (p2 )
= δ (φ2 (p2 )) H(φ1 (p2 ))
[h2 (j) − h1 (j)]D(F (p2 ), j)
Δt
j=0

+ (1 − H(φ1 (p2 )))


[h4 (j) − h3 (j)]D(F (p2 ), j)

L−1


(18)

j=0

where h1 , .., h4 denotes the regional histograms corresponding to the regions χ1 , .., χ4 .
While the actual number of operation in FastGPAC increases linearly with number of
phases, complexity order remains the same since N 4 point-to-point dissimilarity computation is reduced to N 2 pixel to n histograms dissimilarity computation, where n is
number of phases.

5 Experimental Results
In this section we compare original GPAC [1] and FastGPAC results in terms of computational time and similarity of the segmentation masks. And we present sample twophase and multi-phase FastGPAC segmentation results for different imaging applications and modalities including natural scenery, various biomedical imagery ( MRI,
histopathology, fluorescent microscopy ), and geospatial images.
In order to make a fair comparison regardless of coding optimizations, GPAC code
by Luca Bertelli [1] is used as a base for the FastGPAC code. Both programs (original
GPAC [1] and our FastGPAC) are written as a combination of Matlab and C functions.
Both programs are tested on Intel Xeon 5140 dual core with dual processor machines
with 10 GB RAM . While [2] extends the original 2-phase GPAC to multi-phase, the
source code we use for original GPAC [1] is a 2-phase segmentation code, thus the
speed-up and mask similarity are given for 2-phase GPAC and FastGPAC results. As
discussed in Section 4, similar speed-ups with a constant factor are expected for multiphase FastGPAC versus multi-phase GPAC.
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Fig. 2. Quantitative FastGPAC vs. GPAC comparison results on the Berkeley Segmentation
Dataset [11]. a) Segmentation mask similarity in terms of recall and precision. b) Speed-up obtained by FastGPAC.

Fig. 3. Sample 2-phase FastGPAC segmentation results for images 42049, 253027,227092,
302008, 376043 from Berkeley segmentation dataset [11]. First row: original image, second row:
foreground region.

Figure 2 shows quantitative comparison results on the Berkeley Segmentation
Dataset [11]. Detailed complexity analysis for 2-phase GPAC and FastGPAC can be
found in our recent paper [4]. Segmentation results for selected images are shown
in Figure 3. For both programs input images are converted from RGB color space
into Y Cb Cr color space and resized to 241 × 146 pixels (because of the original
GPAC’s memory requirements). The luma component Y is scaled into [0-100], chroma
components Cb and Cr are scaled into [0-200] ranges. Parameters μ = 4000, λ1 =
λ2 = 1, ( = 0.001, δt = 0.5 for level set) are used for both programs. Segmentation
similarity (Figure 2a) is measured in terms of recall and precision defined as below:
recall =

|M askG ∩ M askF |
,
|M askG |

precision =

|M askG ∩ M askF |
|M askF |

(19)

where M askG , M askF are GPAC and FastGPAC segmentation masks respectively.
Mean precision and recall of the FastGPAC masks compared to corresponding GPAC
masks are 99% and 98.3% respectively. The deep minimum (around 70 in x-axis) corresponds to the image #96073 where the background and foreground color distributions
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Fig. 4. Sample segmentation results for different imaging applications and modalities including
natural scenery (rows 1,2), various biomedical imagery (histopathology (row 3), MRI (rows 4),
fluorescent microscopy (row 5)), and geospatial images (row 6). First column: original image,
second column: segmentation mask, third column:segmentation contours superimposed on the
original image, first phase as red, second phase as green lines.
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are very similar and texture is the distinctive feature that should be used for segmentation. For this image both GPAC and FastGPAC programs used with only color features
fail dramatically producing segmentation masks far from the desired mask. Figure 2b
shows speed-up obtained for images of the same dataset. FastGPAC results in an average of 322× speed-up in elapsed time and 226× speed-up in CPU time. CPU time is
the time for which the CPU was busy executing the task. It does not take into account
the time spent in disk I/O. Because of its large memory requirements, O(N 4 ) for an
image of size N 2 , GPAC uses more virtual memory than FastGPAC increasing its disk
access and elapsed time. For larger image sizes the difference between CPU time and
elapsed time becomes even larger. These speed-up numbers illustrate that even for quite
small images there is a significant timing difference between original GPAC and FastGPAC algorithms, which increases dramatically for larger images considering O(N 2 )
complexity for FastGPAC vs. O(N 4 ) complexity for original GPAC.
FastGPAC’s dramatic improvements in memory requirements and computational
complexity enable use of GPAC on high throughput and high resolution images (e.g.
biomedical and geospatial). Figure 4 presents sample multi-phase segmentation results
for different imaging applications and modalities including natural scenery (rows 1,2),
various biomedical imagery (histopathology (row 3), MRI (rows 4), fluorescent microscopy (row 5)), and geospatial images (row 6).

6 Conclusion and Future Works
We present a fast formulation of graph partitioning active contours (GPAC) that combines accuracy and dramatic speed-up. The new formulation reduces memory requirements from O(N 4 ) to O(1) and computational complexity from O(N 4 ) to O(N 2 ) for
an N × N image. We further extend this fast formulation from two-phase segmentation to multi-phase segmentation, enabling segmentation of multiple regions of interests
with different appearances. FastGPAC algorithm provides flexibility of the GPAC algorithm enabled by possibility of using different image features and different dissimilarity
measures while being computationally feasible for large images, high spatial resolutions, and long image sequences. We have successfully applied FastGPAC to biomedical, geospatial and natural imagery. Experiments show promising segmentation results.
Additional speedup can be obtained through parallelization on GPU or Cell processors,
and will be explored as future work.
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